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One of the most widely held generalizabons m social psy-
chology IS that the efiEectiveness of a persuasive communication
IS mcreased if its source is "credible " The early research by
Hovland and Weiss (1951) and by Kelman and Hovland (1953)
which gave substance to this conclusion has recently been ex-
tended to demonsbate the efficacy of credible communicators
even when the amount of change advocated is extreme (Aronson,
Tumer, & Carlsmith, 1963)

Credibility has been defined traditionally m terms of com-
municator atbibutes which are perceived by the audience as
relevant to the topic bemg communicated Two of its major
components which have been experimentally manipulated are the
communicator's ability and his motives for personal gam, or what
Hovland, Jams, and Kelley (1953) term "expertness" and "trust-
worthmess," respectively However, positive and negative source
baits which bear no objective relevance to the topic of the com-
mumcabon can also be effective m modifying attitudes toward
its conclusions

The potent effect of such irrelevant communicator character-
istics has long been utilized m pracbcal mfluence situabons
outside the laboratory by lawyers aware of the miportance of

1 This research was supported m part by a grant from the Quartermaster Food
and Contamer Insbbite for the Anned Forces, QM Research and Engmeenng
Command, US Army (Project No 7X95-01-001) and m part by funds from
tbe Nabonal Science Fotmdabon (Grant No 024114) The views or con-
clusions contamed m this report are those of the authors, and are not to be
consbiied as necessanly reflecting the views or endorsement of the Department of
Defense Acknowledgment is due to Lt Colonel J L Dell'omo, who made avail-
able officers and army reservists from the Patterson Army Reserve Center (Bronx,
New York) We are also mdebted to Len Dworkm and Kathy Rees, whose m-
teUigent assistance contnbuted m an important way to this research project
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dress and demeanor of their client upon jury attitudes, by ad-
vertisers sensitive to the "topic-free" nature of a sexy communi-
cator, and more recently by politicians mterested m creating an
image by appropnate "packagmg" of irrelevant traits

That irrelevant aspects of communicator credibility are im-
portant determmants of attitude change has been shown em-
pincally m a study m which the race of a communicator influenced
the acceptance of a speech which extolled the virtues of arith-
metic to sixth-grade students (Aronson & Colden, 1962)

Such objectively irrelevant charactenstics are of great im-
portance m mterpersonal commumcation situations in which atti-
tude change is often mediated by a host of physical, social, and
psychological traits of the infiuencmg agent For example, it is
well known that the attitudes and behavior of the uncommitted
voter are more affected by personal influences, such as friends
and relatives, than by formal communication media One of the
reasons why these personal relationships may be effective, ac-
cording to Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Caudet (1944), is that they
often accomphsh their behavioral goal without first mstilhng
conviction Thus one respondent m their study reported, "The
lady where I work wanted me to vote. She took me to the polls
and they all voted Repubhcan, so I did too" Such a person
would, if asked, be likely to defend his votmg decision in terms
of attnbutes of the influencmg agent which are irrelevant to the
pohtical issues at stake Thus it appears that both relevant and
irrelevant aspects of commumcator credibility may at times
operate m the same durection—to mcrease the probability of
acceptmg a persuasive communication.

Let us consider whether this conclusion can be generalized
to a situation m which the respondent is not uncommitted,
but rather has a defimte stand, and the communicator attempts
to mduce a behavioral change rather than merely a modification
of opmion. If pressure is put on a person to engage in behavior
discrepant with his relevant attitudes and values, then obviously
the extremity of this pressure to comply is a determinmg factor
in what the person wiU do If it is too weak, he will not comply
and his attitudes will remam unchanged, while if it is too strong,
he will comply pubhcly, but likewise his private attitudes should
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remam stable. If the overt compliance can be completely justified
in terms of its instrumental nature to the rewards and punishments
controUed by the communicator, then there is no further need
to adjust one's attitude to this discrepant behavior But as the
probabihty of comphance approaches a value of 5 m a given
population, then it becomes mereasmgly likely that character-
istics of the commumcator which are essentiaUy irrelevant to
the content of the behavior wiU be used as justification as, for
example, "I did it because he's a mce guy "

If, on the other hand, a person complies to the mducement
of a negative commumcator, 1 e , someone disliked, clearly he
cannot rationalize the discrepant behavior by mvokmg the per-
sonal charactenstics of the communicator as justification Zim-
bardo (i960) has suggested that such a person should be like-
ly to change his attitudes to bnng them in lme with his behavior^
Such a prediction is denved from the theory of cognitive dis-
sonance (Festmger, 1957) which states that the dissonance pro-
duced by overt behavior which does not follow from one's rele-
vant attitudes is mversely proportional to the amount of justifica-
tion supportmg performance of the discrepant act

Smce denial of the overt behavior is constramed by social
reahty, an altemative mode of dissonance reduction is to modify
one's pnvate attitudes to make them consonant with the pubhc
behavior ActuaUy two sets of attitudes are amenable to change:
attitudes toward the commumcator and attitudes toward the
topic or subject of the behavioral act.

Bettelheun (1943) teUs us that many Nazi oflBcers who were
extremely negative in their treatment of pnsoners, often mducmg
them to engage m behavior quite contrary to their values,
eventuaUy came to be admured. The prisoners msisted that these
officers "hid behmd their rough surfaces a feelmg of justice
and propriety." However, this type of commumcator attitude
change, or identification vnth the aggressor, demands conditions
of high fear and dependency.

\'i^en these conditions are not present, but the communicator
IS stiU a dommant, salient feature of the situation, then public
cx)mpliance to a negative communicator should produce greater
dissonance than comphance to a positive communicator. If
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atbtude change is the major dissonance-reducing mechamsm
ubiized, then the general hypothesis which can be experimentally
tested IS that public compliance to a negative communicator
(compared to a positive one) wiU result in greater attitude cbange
m tbe direcbon indicated by the overt behavior

Recently this derivation was tested by Smith in an mterestmg
expenment in which army reservists were mduced to eat a food
they highly disliked—fried grasshoppers—under vaned communi-
cator conditions His results were quite dramabc the positive
communicator produced almost complete public conformity—
everyone ate, but they didn't change their atbtudes The
negative communicator, on the other hand, could induce only
half the men to conform pubhcly and eat a grasshopper, but those
who did, changed then: attitudes a great deal—in fact, they ended
up mildly hkmg grasshoppers

Unfortunately, the conclusions to be drawn from Smith's bnef
pubhshed article (1961b) are not supported by his complete
tecbnical report (1961a) Numerous artifacts of design, execu-
tion, and analysis raise serious questions of the validity of his
results It IS necessary to menbon several of these features^ in
order to clarify part of the research design and methodology
used m the present study

The most senous problem is the samphng unit and the con-
dibons of testmg employed by Smith Although 20 Ss were run
withm each communication condition, they were tested in two
groups of 10 each. Moreover, the Ss, who knew each other,
sat around a large table and could mteract freely before, durmg,
and after the novel request by a stranger to eat a grasshopper
In such a situabon it is obvious that social contagion effects and
group pressures play tbe major role m determmmg conformity
behavior Smce extraneous and uncontrolled sources of pressure
may operate uniquely m each sample, influencmg eatmg and
attitudes quite mdependently, a pnon predictions cannot be
made for the effects of communicator credibility The present
test of the dissonance derivation demands that attitude change

2 A more thorough analysis of Smith's research is available by wnbng to the
semor mvesbgator
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be a consequence only of the initial attitude, a pnvate decision,
and the charactensbcs of the communicator

A second problem is that all Ss received what amounts to a
persuasive speech about the need for a mobile army, the need
to eat unusual survival foods, and the need to study atbtudes and
reacbons toward eatmg grasshopper They received this speech
after the expenmenter began to play his role as a posibve or
negabve communicator, but before he measured their mitial atb-
tudes toward grasshopper. As would be expected, the mibal
atbtudes of the men m the positive communicator condition
were much more favorable than those in the negative condition
This inibal posibon bias leaves the results open to explanation
m terms of relative scale distance available for change, as well
as to regression effects, smce there is no "bue" control group
Thus it IS necessary to isolate the measurement and manipulabon
phase of this research

Fmally, the mampulabon of communicators, while statistically
significant, produced an exbemely positive communicator for one
condition but a very positive communicator m the other This
IS m part because all of the "negative" communicator's role be-
haviors are standard operatmg procedure for army officers or
authonties In any case, differences the manipulabon may have
produced cannot even be determined, smce they are evaluated
by a smgle Likert-type ratmg to the loaded statement "The
expenmenter was friendly and courteous"—a nonanonymous
rabng made m the presence of the E himself Therefore, careful
operabonal analysis of the communicator's role behavior and of
the assessment of his credibility is cmcial

The goals of the present research then, were to study the
effects of irrelevant source factors upon behavioral conformity
and atbtude change, and by so doing, to test several denvations
from dissonance theory relatmg justificabon for acceptance or
rejecbon of public comphance with attitude change Fmally, a
rephcation of the group-mteracbon condition was mcluded for
purposes of companson and m order to permit appraisal of the
social contagion effects upon public and private conformity
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General Design

Attitudes toward eatmg a highly disliked food—fried grasshoppers
-were measured before and unmediately after an mducement to eat
the food by a commumcator who adopted a friendly, positive role for
half the Ss and an unfnendly, negative role for the others Some Ss
were tested m freely mteractmg group conditions, while others were
mdividually isolated from their group dunng testmg For some of
the isolated Ss a money mcentive for eatmg the grasshoppers was
used as a second possible source of justification

Subjects
A total of 243' Ss were tested m these studies, 175 expenmental

and 68 control Ss Of this number, 50 were recruited from the mtro-
ductory psychology class at University College of New York Univer-
sity as part of a course requirement In the group-mteraction rephca-
tion 72 Ss were used from an army reserve base adjacent to the campus
of New York University, while the third study used 121 army reservists
from this same center The reserve Ss, who were all pnvates and
corporals, were only a few years older than the college sample, but
roughly equivalent m educational background

Procedure
The communicator Smce the person selected to be the com-

municator (B L ) was Bngade Commander of the New York Univer-
sity ROTC, his "true" positive and negative traits could be determmed
by means of an alleged oflBcer-ratmg survey, 53 members of the college
ROTC rated him, as well as several other oflBcers on a 60-item adjec-
tive check hst.* This trait profile served as the basis for establislung
a set of positive and negative role behaviors

Havmg determmed from the oflBcer-ratmg survey those personahty
traits which the communicator possessed, a set of behaviors was
developed which would operationally define a positive or negative
commumcator by emphasizmg certam traits and concealmg others
For both positive and negative conditions the communicator had to
be perceived as possessing a number of positive traits necessary for
efEective execution of the expenment That is, we wanted sJl Ss

3. Fifteen Ss had to be ehmmated from attitude change analyses because of
mcomplete or unrehable ratmg data, or because they had previously eaten grass-
hopper as part of an army survival program (nme were from the posibve com-
mumcator condition, while sax were from the negahve, and all were from the
reserve group)

4 The adjective check list was taken from Gough's hst as presented by New-
comb m The Acquaintance Process New York Holt, Rmehart and Winston,
1961 Pp a79-a8o.
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to have the same regard for the "sdenbfic" worth of the experunent, to
attend closely to aU phases of the expenment, and to take the study
senously Thus, the commumcator had to be seen by aU Ss as
conscienbous, capable, weU orgamzed, concemed about tlie reacbons
of the Ss, and mdustrious In addibon, it was important not to evoke
hostility in the Ss m either condition However, m the* negabve con-
dition he should be perceived as someone personaUy unpleasant, a
person one would not want to know, work with, or work for This per-
ception was guided by acbons which would make him snobbish,
demandmg, tactless, bossy, cold, and hosble to others, among other
tbmgs

The communicator mteracted with his "assistant" accordmg to a
prearranged script m which, for the posibve condibon, he gave pohtely
phrased requests to the assistant, caUed him by hi5 first name, re-
sponded to a "mistake" by the assistant with equanimity, and m general
was considerate and pleasant. But at aU times it was clear he was the
E and m control Percepbon of the negabve communicator, however,
was largely directed by his quite formal mteracbon with the assistant,
whom he always referred to by his last name, ordered about, with
whom he was exactmg and somewhat annoyed and irritated When
the assistant mistakenly brought m the "wrong" expenmental food, a
tray of eels, the E, who was m the process of taUang to the Ss m his
most pleasant manner, suddenly blew up and said, "Oh, dammit, can't
you remember the schedule? That food is for the next group
Let's get with it and hurry up about ltl" As the assistant left, some-
what embarrassed, the E shnigged his shoulders disgustedly, then
caught himself short, reversed his role behavior m front of the Ss,
apologized for the mtemipbon, and proceeded agam m the same tone
as previously

The effecbveness of these role variabons m producmg differential
perceptions of the communicator as weU as our measurmg mstruments
were first tested m our laboratory with a coUege sample Then army
reservists were tested under condibons similar to Smith's, maximizmg
group contagion effects, with communicator vanations as the only
mdependent vanable Fmally, other army reservists were tested
under condibons of mmimal group influence, with communicator, m-
cenbve, and pretestmg expenence manipulated

CoUege study The procedure for the coUege sample was gen-
erally similar to that used for the army Ss, with the excepbon that
the rationale was m terms of the relabon of physiological and intel-
lectual reacbons to food depnvabon and to eatmg behavior We had
attempted to mampulate level of hunger, but this mampulabon was
not effecbve as measured by self-report scales or by any of the mea-
sures used m the study. Thus the only vanable to be considered here
IS commumcator vanabons for moderately hungry Ss
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Army studies In order to minimize the possibihty that Ss would
become aware of our procedures and decepbons, the entire experi-
ment was run on three consecutive nights durmg which different
reserve units met The group-interaction study (rephcabon of Smith)
was run the flrst night, while half the Ss in all treatments were run on
each of the other two nights Ss were randomly assigned to condi-
bons and the running order of condibons was approximately counter-
balanced withm and between test nights

Approximately loo Ss were brought to a large lecture hall, where
one of us ( P G Z ) was mtroduced as a civilian liaison from the
Quartermaster Corps mterested m some aspects of food preferences
Ss then completed a nme-pomt attitude scale® of degree of likmg of
a wide range of food items, among them fried grasshopper Experi-
mental Ss were sent to an adjommg room, while control Ss were sent
either immediately or after a delay period to a third room, where they
completed a post-attitude scale, without any intervening manipulation
There was no contact between Ss who had completed the expenment
and those waibng their tum to begin

The communicator (previously described to the Ss as "the experi-
menter in charge") and his assistant were dressed m lab coats, while
those measurmg pre- and post-atbtudes were differenbated by bemg
dressed m suits In the group-mteracbon condibons about lo Ss
sat around a large table m full view of each other and the E In the
separated-mdividual condibons, the same number of Ss was tested
simultaneously, but mteracbon was mmimized by parbbons between
them

Differences m role behavior commenced as soon as the Ss entered
the experimental room After the Ss completed a hunger and eatmg
habit quesbonnanre, heard a spiel about the needs of the new mobile
army, and witnessed the assistant's "mistake," a plate with flve fried
grasshoppers was placed m front of each of them as the E was saymg

"Before askmg you to eat the expenmental food, J want to make
it clear that this part of the expenment is voluntary, and no one has
to eat these fried grasshoppers if they don't want to However, for
the purposes of the study, I would like you to try at least one and
preferably to eat all on the plate In order to get as many people
as possible to try one, I will pay, nght now, flfty cents to each person
who eats one " (Pause) "Take a moment to decide I will place the
money next to each plate Those of you who are wilhng to by the
grasshopper, please mdicate it by pullmg the plate and money toward
you Those of you who are unwillmg to even give it a try, leave the
plate and money where they are and raise your hand to mdicate you

5 Tbs hedomc scale, which was anchored at every pomt with verbal labels
from "hke extremely" to "dishke extremely" has a rehabihty coefficient of 96
(Peryam etal , i960)
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don't want to eat any AU right now, go ahead and ea t" Obviously,
money was not menboned in the no-mcentive condition

Control Groups
On the group-mteraction mght, one before-after control was run

with 25 Ss, whde on each of the other nights, two control groups were
nm with approximately 10 Ss m each One control received the
hunger quesbonnaire and same mobile army spiel pnor to their
second atbtude ratmg, one control got neither of these treatments,
while the other two controls got one or the other treament Since
there were no differences between any of these groups which even
approached significance, they were combined for comparison with the
experimental treatments To assess the possible effects of premeasure
sensitizabon on the relation of the manipulations to the post-measure,
half of the mdividuaUy tested army Ss got a premeasure on grasshopper
as weU as other survival and usual foods, while half got a premeasure
which did not mclude grasshopper or most of the survival foods

The final ratmgs, which were made m a third room, were in the
absence of the "experimenter-communicator" The assistant of the
civihan haison told the Ss that he wanted to evaluate various aspects
of the experiment and get more informabon from them At this time
the expenmental Ss completed

1. a post-measure of atbtudes toward a number of foods,
2. a measure of wJhngness to endorse eatmg grasshopper,
3. checks on the expenmental condibons of choice, pressure, e tc ,
4 and finally, several mdexes of evaluabon of both the commum-

cator and his assistant

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Public Conformity Eating

Approximately 50 per cent of the Ss m each condibon m the
three subsamples accepted the inducement to eat a grasshopper.
Thus none of the expenmental beatments had an effect upon the
frequency with which grasshoppers were eaten nor upon the
amount eaten (a mean of about two grasshoppers per eater m
each condibon).

This result is m clear contrast to Smith's data (1961a) which
mdicate that over 90 per cent of the men ate grasshopper in every
condition except the negative-communicator condition The
validity of the results of the present study is attested to by the
foUowmg related findmgs. Although aU Ss accurately perceived
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that they had httle choice m whether or not to come to the
experiment (they were not volunteers), nevertheless, they re-
ported havmg a high degree of choice in whether to eat the ex-
penmental food. There were no group differences on either of
these measures, but the difference between the perception of the
lack of choice to participate and the free choice to eat was highly
significant for all compansons (p < .ooi). In addition, it should
be noted that the Ss felt that the commumcator did not exert
much direct pressure upon them to eat, Thus the decision to eat
was determmed not only by expenmental situational pressures,
but also by the men's food preferences. It should be noted that
the aversiveness of grasshopper was established by comparative
ratmgs of it and a number of other unusual foods like snake,
octopus, eel, etc. It was rated most negative among lo such foods
by an additional sample of 217 college students, fewest Ss had
tned it, and 57 per cent said they would not try ltl

Fmally, a recent Quartermaster Corps study (Peryam et al,
i960) showed that food preference and acceptance were highly
correlated (as high as .fj) In conclusion, therefore, the extent
of pubhc conformity observed m the present study is what one
would expect from the conditions of mducement, choice, and food
preference operatmg here. This is not meant to unply that eating
behavior cannot be influenced by differences m communicator
credibility, but that it was not affected given the specific manipu-
lations employed

It may be mstmctive at this pomt to examme the reasons given
for eatmg or avoidmg grasshopper. The major reason given by
76 per cent of the eaters was "for curiosity to see what it was
like." In fact, eaters tended to charactenze themselves as "the
kmd of person who tnes new and unusual foods" more so than
did the noneaters (F = 5.83, df = 1, 72, p < .05). Other reasons
for eatmg grasshopper were to help the army's survival pro-
gram, to help the E, and not to appear different from the
other guys in the group Among those refusing to eat, 44 per
per cent said that "it looked bad," 39 per cent said they weren't
hungry enough, while 10 per cent expected it to taste bad Mis-
cellaneous other reasons were religious and personal reactions
agamst the E.
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The college Ss were asked to hst all the thmgs they thought
about when they considered eatmg grasshoppers. Below are
some of the negabve cogmtions they associated with this food
ugly, greasy appearsince, slimy, shmy, charred, repulsive, squirm-
mg, eyes, wmgs, dirty, rat feces, might hurt me, burned them as
a child, biology laboratory, graveyard, and not kosher.

Pnvate Conformity. Attitudes toward Grasshopper

Contagion effects It was postulated that the procedure used
by Smith (1961) was not ideal for tesbng the dissonance hy-
potheses because of the unconbolled social-contagion effects
hkely when a freely mteractmg group of army reservists is
presented with such a unique situabon In the present study,
these effects were recorded durectly by two mdependent ob-
servers as well as on tape Among the college Ss who were run
four at a time m completely separated cubicles, there was almost
no interaction at any time In the eight army groups tested under
condibons which mcreased privacy and mmimized mteracbon,
there was no talk at all m six of them (although some shght
laughter at times), and a slight disturbance by only one S in each
of the other two groups

In contrast, the mcidence of mteracbon, mfluence attempts,
and contagion were marked m the four groups of army reservists
tested under conditions similar to Smith's In general, there was
a great deal of laughter and gigglmg when the grasshoppers were
presented Typical of the comments were. "Their eyes are

Tahle 1 Mean atbtude change as a funcbon of commumcator, and
eating (for group-mteraction army Ss).

0 Pontm 1st Sample (a)
2nd Sample (b)

Mean

1st Sample (c)
2nd Sample (d)

Mean

N

10
12

9
9

Eaters

00
175

+ 78

2 50
22

+ 64

Noneaters

- 6 0
38

00

-7\
none

- 7 1

Nofe—"Sample" refers to a g >p of Ss tested simultaneously
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adorable," "They taste like shrimp," "They make me sick," "What's
the money for, a bribe'^" and "Here's your tail money, buddy"
Most of the men talked before, durmg, and after the eating
experience

The effects of commumcator credibility upon attitude change
for this group condition are presented m Table l

The conclusions to be drawTi from this table appear to be
contradictory Considermg only the first samples, the negative
communicator produced much more change than did the positive
one—an exact replication of Smith's finding. However, the data
for the second sample within each communicator condition are
exactly opposite, mdicatmg greater effectiveness of the positive
commumcator. Over-all, there is no mam effect of communicator.

This confusion is readily resolved by exammation of the nature
of the mteraction which occurred In the two samples (b and c)
m which eaters changed their attitudes markedly, the majonty of
the group did not eat, while m the other two samples when the
majority of the group ate, there was httle or no attitude change
Justification m terms of group pressure may have minimized the
need to change one's attitude, while deviation from the group
norm would be expected to mcrease the dissonance from eatmg,
and hence the attitude change Of special mterest are the two
samples m the negative-communicator treatment, where in one
(sample c) the first man to taste the food said, "I can't eat them,
they taste like shit, I'm nauseous," while m the other sample
(sample d), an eater turned to a noneater and shouted out that
he was a coward Every man in this condition then ate Clearly
then, "social atmosphere" influenced both public conformity and
pnvate attitude change, but not m any way predictable from the
between-group treatment effects It remains for future investiga-
tion to tum this source of confounding mto a legitimate inde-
pendent vanable

Dtssonance Effects

Table 2 presents the major set of attitude change data m
terms of net proportion of Ss who change m the direction desired
against those who change m the opposite direction This mea-
sure, derived from Hovland, Lumsdame, and Sheffield (1949) is
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Table 2 Mean net proportion of attitude change as a function of
eatmg and communicator (for college and army Ss in separated testmg
condibons)

Positive communicator

Eaters
(50

per cent)

College
Army

Total

Noneo/ers

College
Army

Total

Net effect

(N)

(12)

(B)

(20)

(12)

(8)

(20)

Dire

ofch

(+)
42
38

4 0

8
0

5

ction
ange

(-)

33
38

35

25
22

24

Net

change

+5

- 1 9

+24

fofers
(45

per cent)

College
Army

Noneafers

College
Army

Megofive

(N)

(14)

(6)

(20)

(12)

(12)

(24)

commu

Dire

ofch

(+)
57
83

6 5

8
0

4

lucotor

ction
ange

(-)

7
17

10

25
15

2 0

change
(per cent)

+55

- 1 6

+71

Control group (N = 68), net changê '̂ + IO per cent

for Ss m both the college and army samples who were tested
under condibons permittmg an evaluation of the dissonance hy-

The pattem of results is similar and quite clear for both college
students and army reservists While a net proportion of 60 per
cent of those who eat the unpleasant food change their atbtudes
to like it more, 34 per cent of those who refuse to eat show a
boomerang effect, hkmg it even less (p < 01) Among those
who eat, the negative communicator is much more effective in
changmg attitudes in the desired direction (55 per cent) than
IS the positive communicator (5 per cent) Among those who do
not eat there is a slightly greater boomerang effect produced by
the positive communicator The difference m the net proporbon
of change as a function of communicators is statistically sig-
nificant (CR =200, p< 05)

If the data are analyzed according to magnitude of change
(mean scale distance), the results are similar to those obtamed
with the frequency measure of change For each of the three
subsamples in this study eaters changed a greater amount than
did noneaters (combined over subsamples, F = 12 13, p < 001)
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It should be noted that although the mibal atbtudes of eaters
toward grasshopper (67) were more favorable than were those
of the conbol group (74) , which m tum were more favorable
than those of noneaters (7.7), these differences did not approach
significance There were no differences m mitial atbtude position
between commumcator or mcenbve condibons.

While the mean change for the control group was + 3 umts, it
was -I- 6 for the posibve-commumcator eaters, and twice as much,
-f 1 2 for the negative-communicator eaters While the posibve
commumcator condibon is not different from the conbol group
(by a Duncan Mulbple Range Test), the negative communicator
produced significantly greater change (p = 02) Although non-
eaters m both conditions changed to dislike grasshopper even
more, the boomerang effect by the positive-communicator Ss
(mean = — 2) is not different from the conbol mean, while that
of the negabve-communicator Ss (mean = — 4) is significant (p
<-o5)

Table 3 Mean attitude change as a function of communicator mcen-
bve and eating (for separated army Ss)

fncenhve

50 cents

None

Eaters

Noneaters

Eaters

Noneaters

Commumcoter

Positive

66

00

40

- 1 20

Negohye

0 0

201

- 8 6
(N= 37)

Table 3 presents attitude change means for the separated
army Ss with and without a monetary mcenbve Neither the
mam effects of commumcator, mcentive, or their mteracbon is
significant This is due m part to the small cell size m several
of the eater groups (n < 5) The followmg results are therefore
presented as only suggestive for future validation

If we collapse across mcentive conditions and perform a
Duncan Mulbple Range Test on the four remammg groups, the
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negative-communicator eaters are significantly different from the
positive-commumcator eaters (p < 05) and even more sig-
nificantly different from either of the noneater groups (p < 01).
The same analysis mcludmg the mcentive condition revealed that
the negative-communicator eaters without monetary mcentive
were significantly different (p < 01) from all the noneater
groups as were their money counterparts and they approached
a statistically significant difference from the positive-eater groups
(p < 10) The difference between eaters and noneaters is
greatest when there is least justification—a negative-communi-
cator and no monetary mcentive However, even under incentive
conditions the negative communicator produces a greater change
than does the positive Fmally, it should be noted that agam, as
predicted, greatest negative change should be m response to
refusmg to accept the request from a positive communicator.
That this should occur more for no-money than money conditions
IS contrary to our expectations, except that for many Ss the
fifty cents was almost a negative mcentive-a bribe

Attitude Change Endorsement
Another way of lookmg at the effects of the communicator

vanable on private acceptance is by means of a specially devised
measure of the extent to which S was willmg to endorse or recom-
mend grasshoppers to other soldiers Such a measure, it is felt,
IS a more strmgent yet more valid test of communicator effective-
ness, smce it mvolves a pubhc commitment to one's attitude, less
anonymity, and greater consequences to the individual soldier

After completing the post-attitude questioiman:e, the army
reservists were told that it was the job of this research team to
prepare a manual to be used by men about to enter a survival
course They were mformed that "We feel that one of the best
understood, most honest and effective techniques is to prepare
a report m which the actual information and statistics are supple-
mented by personal endorsements by men like yourselves who
have had some direct expenence with the food " They were then
given an endorsement release form which presented six quota-
tions pertammg to eatmg grasshoppers The quotations were
arranged and labeled in order from "strongest endorsement"
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through "weak endorsement" to "no endorsement," and were
prefaced by an mtroduction which stated that the respondent
authorizes use of his name to be associated with the statement
he has signed For one of the six statements S had to vinnte in
the name of the food he ate, his signature, and date The en-
dorsements vaned from "I've tried (the food) personaUy, found
it to be very tasty, and would certainly recommend it" to "If you
try eatmg (the food) as I did, you'U find that they're not so bad,
m fact they had no taste at all"

Among those army Ss who ate at least one grasshopper, there
15 a significant degree of association between their post-experi-
mental attitudes and their level of endorsement Of those with
con attitudes 94 per cent give a weak endorsement, while 88
per cent of those with pro attitudes give a strong endorsement
The majonty (66 per cent) of those with moderate attitudes tend
to give weak rather than strong endorsements (chi-square =
16 76, df = 2,p> 001, C = 48).

The results obtamed by usmg this measure show a correspon-
dence with those presented previously, 37 per cent of those m the
negative-commumcator condition give strong endorsements, while
only 11 per cent do so in the positive condition Furthermore, by
far the greatest amount of attitude change in any ceU is the
change of more than two scale units for negative-commumcator
Ss who give a strong endorsement This mean degree of atti-
tude change mcreases to 2 5 units for Ss who accept more than
the minimal mducement, 1 e, eat more than one grasshopper
Unfortunately, these results are not statisticaUy significant be-
cause of the relatively smaU sample size left after ehmmatmg aU
those who did not eat or refused to endorse the food However,
the measure appears to offer some validity for the hedonic atti-
tude scale, and the pattern of results complements those obtamed
by frequency and scale distance measures of private acceptance
of the expenmental food

In passmg it should be mentioned that there is a weak but
consistent generalization effect of attitude change toward grass-
hopper upon other survival foods While changes m grasshopper
attitudes are unrelated to changes in nonsurvival foods, the gen-
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erally posibve change for grasshopper eaters is reflected m group
positive changes on 9 of 12 comparisons of other survival foods
for both army and college Ss Similarly, the negative change
for noneaters is mirrored by group negabve changes on 9 of 12
compansons This effect is more consistent for the negative than
the positive-communicator condition

Pretest Sensitization

A group of Ss was run without first askmg their attitudes
toward grasshopper and the other survival foods They did re-
ceive a pretest but it included only usual army foods to be
evaluated This was done m order to assess the sensitizmg effect
of mentiomng grasshopper and survival foods on attitudes Al-
though a f-test on post-grasshopper atbtudes for Ss with and
without the grasshopper pretest did not yield significant results
(f = 1 30, p < 20), nevertheless, there is a consistent effect of
this beatment The effect of the pretest made post-attitudes
toward grasshopper more negative m six of eight groups (and m
one by as much as 20 scale units). Thus it appears that pre-
exposure to the specific issue of eabng grasshoppers and the
general issue of survival foods increased negative reactions to-
ward each This m part could be observed from comments of
derision made by a few of the men m the pretest condition
Smce the no-pretest Ss were physically separated from the pre-
test Ss, they were not influenced by such comments or by per-
sonal anticipatory reactions to the thought of eatmg the foods

Communicator Credibility

The positive commumcator is perceived as havmg more
positive traits and an absence of negative ones (on the adjecbve
check hst), while the negative commumcator is characterized
by a greater number of negative traits and a lesser degree of
positive traits In the college sample, the positive communica-
tor was seen as having more posibve traits than the negative
communicator (F = 17 96, p < 001) and also as having fewer of
the negative traits (F = 8 18, p < 001) The same effect holds
for both the group-mteraction and separated army Ss on total
score, as well as for individual analyses of posibve and negative
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traits, the F values for each comparison bemg greater than lo o
(p< ooi).

Thus the expenmental variations m the role behavior of the
communicator were accurately perceived by the Ss, while the
nonvanable behavior of the assistant was also perceived veridi-
cally, 1 e , no difference m the two communicator conditions
Moreover, there is no difference between the communicator and
the assistant under positive conditions, while there is under nega-
tive conditions, the communicator m all cases bemg perceived as
a more negative person (F = 15 05, p < 001)

On another measure, Ss m the negative condition mdicated
they "probably would not like to work with," and "probably not
hire as an experimenter" the person who was their E Under
positive conditions, £ was rated significantly more favorably (p
< 001), the same as was the assistant under both commumcator
conditions.

A somewhat different way of assessing the effectiveness of
the manipulation is to compare 12 of the communicator-trait
evaluations given by those who evaluated him outside of the ex-
perimental situation (ROTC students) with those by the experi-
mental Ss While the nonexperimental sample ranks "calmness"
as the commumcator's most salient trait, it is ranked identically
m the positive experimental condition, but ranked eighth m the
negative condition In like manner, being "bossy" is ranked
nmth for the ROTC sample, is a more salient trait for the nega-
tive condition (fourth-ranked) but less salient for the positive
condition (eleventh)

Smce our mterest is as much m specifying source factors which
are important m controlling attitude change, as m merely testing
the dissonance derivations, it is not enough to note that our
manipulations were effective m such gross terms Therefore,
Table 4 presents the 22 personality traits on which the Ss evalu-
ated the communicator, and which we tned in our induction to
modify The traits are arranged m rank order from smallest to
largest difference between the ratmgs of the positive and nega-
tive communicators

The first seven traits are ones we attempted to hold constant
m order to msure that the E would have the attention of the Ss
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Table 4 Mean ratmg of communicator traits (averaged over all Ss)

Rat* Order

: ) .

Trait

Conscientious

Capabie
Weil organized

Concemed obout your reactions

Hostile to you
Efflaent

Clear-thinking

Fair-minded
Egottsticai
Insincere

Hostile to others
Mature
Genuinely interested in you

A coid person

Courteous to you

Snobbish

Calm

Demanding

Bossy
Tactless

Communicafor

Posifive

1

Negatiro

-

p Values

p = n3

p<05

P<01

range from - f 2 0 to - 2 0, negative scores being unfavorable

and be viewed as equally competent ("expert") in both condi-
tions There are no differences on these traits The last eight
traits are the ones we exphcitly bied to mampulate, and we were
qmte successful m creatmg two different personalities—well be-
yond the 01 level (by mulbple i-tests) The middle set of traits
shows smaller but still significant differences (p < 05) between
the two conditions These traits are also linked m direct or m-
direct ways to the experimental mduction

The posibve communicator does not possess any of the nega-
hve baits, is rated high on being calm, courteous, mature, clear-
thmkmg, and is neither tactless nor hosble to others However,
he IS seen as affectively neubal, bemg neither cold nor warm
The perception of him as not bemg geniunely interested m the
Ss mdividually is an accurate one, smce he always tested the men
in groups and could not respond to the subjects on a personal,
individual level His rabngs on the traits of "bossy" and "ego-
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tistical" can hkevnse be attributed to the planned mstructions,
which included constant references to what he wanted them to
do, and constant requests put to the assistant and the Ss to per-
form various tasks

The picture of the negative communicator is quite different
While he is no different than the positive communicator in pos-
sessmg those traits necessary for the effective execution of the
experiment, he is not a warm person, is primarily bossy, tactless,
demanding, snobbish, not genuinely interested in the subject,
egotistical, and somewhat insincere and not very calm It ap-
pears, therefore, that this scale was quite sensitive to the subtle
as well as the gross aspects of our mampulation of communicator
traits «

One final point to be made is that withm the negative condi-
tion the eaters did not view the commumcator more favorably
than did the noneaters on even a single trait, m fact, noneaters
felt he was more capable (f = 2i6 , p< 05), and more ln-
dustnous {t = 207, p < 05) than did eaters For the positive
commimicator, there were differences between eaters and non-
eaters on four traits, but on each of these eaters felt the com-
municator was more positive than did noneaters He was fairer
(f = 2 24, p< 05), less egotistical (t = 2 22, p< 05), more
genumely mterested m them (i = 1 97, p = 05), and more ma-
ture {t= 1.82, p < 10)

Thus eaters under negative communicator conditions changed
their attitudes toward the object of their mduced pubhc behavior
—eatmg fried grasshoppers—but did not develop more favorable
attitudes toward the communicator, while positive-condition
eaters did not change their attitudes much, but did tend to
justify their eating m terms of irrelevant, personal communicator
charactenstics

Conclusions and Implicattons

The present study mdicates that a commimicator who advo-
cates public comphance to behavior discrepant from a person's
attitudes and values can also lnffuence attitude change, without

6 This mstrument is also highly rehable, as shown by the intemal consistency
coefficient of 90 obtamed m this study (usmg Cronbach's alpha, 1951)
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specifically communicatmg persuasive arguments and con-
clusions Those who accept the mducement change m the de-
sired direcbon, while those who do not comply often show boom-
erang effects—adoptmg more extreme attitude positions This
attitude change following public compliance (predicted by the
theory of cognitive dissonance) is greater when the behavior
cannot be as readily justified m terms of commumcator character-
istics, 1 e , when the commumcator is negabve rather than positive
Thus source factors which are on an u-relevant dimension of com-
mumcator credibility may operate in mterestmg and nonobvious
ways

These findings may have considerable generalizabihty, since
there were no differences m the pattem of results for college and
army reserve samples, and our army reserve sample appears to
be comparable to regular army Ss used m related research^
The results of this research also raise provocative questions about
the operation of social contagion effects in group-parbcipation
decision-makmg Accordmg to the present analysis, the operation
of sbong group pressures to conform should serve as justification
for conformity and thus mmmuze the extent of private accep-
tance In fact, attitude change may be greatest when the mdi-
vidual IS put m the position of behavmg in a manner not only
contrary to his own mitial values, but also to the group majority

Although the mampulabon of the communicator was quite
successful m creating two different "personahties," it remams for
future research to evaluate the relative efficacy of specific mdi-
vidual communicator traits, e g , "hostility," especially as they
mteract with complementary or divergent traits of the audience

Fmally, the magnitude of the results obtamed here, when con-
trasted with the relatively weak effects observed in the earlier
studies on communicator credibility, leads one to speculate
whether this change might not even be more permanent than m
those studies where the mibal differences vanish on subsequent

7 A number of the foods rated by our Ss were used because they represented
foods which were found to be highly dishked, liked, or neutral in a large-scale
normative study of food preferences of men m the regular army (Peryam et a l ,
i960) For each of five comparable foods the means and vanances of o\ir army
reserve sample were the same as those obtamed with regular army soldiers (whose
educabonal and geographic backgrounds were quite vanable)
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testmg It might be that m standard inffuence situations, the
perceptual associabons are between communicator and content
of bis communication—both extemal to the S—while m the
situation described m our study the association is between tbe
communicator and tbe S's own behavior—and thus the perceptual
response is stronger and the attitude change made of stemer stuff

SUMMARY

Communicator characteristics which were objectively irrele-
vant to the topic of commumcation were studied in their relation-
ship to behavioral comphance and to subsequent attitude change.
Both coUege students and army reservists were mduced to
eat a highly disliked food, fried grasshoppers, by a communicator
whose posibveness and negabveness were expenmentaUy vaned.
Although public conformity was unrelated to communicator
differences, pnvate atbtudes were significantly mffuenced Those
who comphed with the request from a negative communicator
increased their liking of grasshoppers (as a food) significantly
more so than did those exposed to a positive communicator Non-
compliance was associated with boomerang effects m which grass-
hoppers became even more disliked Under conditions which
maximized group mteraction marked vanabdity occurred be-
tween groups withm the same condition as a consequence of
social contagion phenomena The results support a dissonance
theory analysis of commumcator charactenstics as a source of
jusbficabon m forced compliance situations
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